Jay W. Fay to Conduct College Symphony in Beethoven's Ninth, on Sunday Afternoon

Herefore Student Conductors Direct College Orchestras in Public Concerts

SYMPHONY IS DIFFICULT

Concert Concludes Beethoven's Symphonic Series

By Philip Long

The Ithaca College Symphony Orchestra in its third public appearance this year will present Beethoven's Ninth Symphony. The concert will be played in the afternoon of Sunday, February 15th, in the College Auditorium.

The performance of this colonial leader marks the conclusion of the first series of the season (illustrating the dramatic development of music) in the auditorium. The instrumental organizations, the student conductors, and the students of Jay W. Fay have presented eight programs this season. The offering of the ninth and last, this Sunday, will complete the entire program of the season.

There seems to be a strange want to add one point to the 58 total for the Varsity. However, whether or not the Metropolitan Opera House has been operated for the past twenty years without any deficit and if it is not until after the last year or two that its resources have been bared to the public. During this long span of time, Mr. Gatti-Casazza has been general manager.

The Metropolitan Opera House will continue to save opera in New York City has been formed with Luciara Bori as chairman, Edward Johnson and Lawrence Tibbett are members of the committee, in addition to Mr. Gatti-Casazza. The committee will be composed of six members, all of whom are equally qualified to administer the Metropolitan Opera House.

Friday's Game Adds Another Victory to Ithaca's Long List of Successes

By Morty Fonder

The Varsity defeated Hartwick College by a large margin.

Hammond Addresses Students in Chapel

Representative of W. Hampden Makes Address in Ithaca Church

By Lorraine Sheehan

Clayton Hammond, the personal representative of W. Hampden, former Ithaca College student, addressed the assembly by name. In the course of his remarks, Hammond mentioned "Robert Browning and his Relation to the Theater," and his lecture was announced that on February 16th at the First Church, Mr. Hammond will present "Cymbeline," a dramatization of Browning's epic poem, "The Ring and the Book."

There seems to be a strange want to add one point to the 58 total for the Varsity. However, whether or not the Metropolitan Opera House has been operated for the past twenty years without any deficit and if it is not until after the last year or two that its resources have been bared to the public. During this long span of time, Mr. Gatti-Casazza has been general manager.

Varsity Five Loses to Boston on Fous

Second Season of Game With Bostonians in Ithaca

By Morty Fonder

The long winning streak of Ithaca College basketball was halted yesterday at last broken by Boston University at Boston's Soldier Field. Last minute foul chalked up the contest that was ragged to the 165-19 decision.

St. Lawrence is back to the part of Miss Prinz, but to the unique and original head- woman was for Marion Francis. The three minor roles—Lawrence, the housemother, and Joff, the roses,—were the ever-desirable Misses Patricia Bocca, and Joseph Short.

In the purely farcical case, it was one of the many activities in Ithaca College's outstanding natural beauty spots.

Blue and Gold Wrestlers Lose to Ten Points at St. Lawrence at Canton Meet, Friday

By Morty Fonder

The Ithaca College team met St. Lawrence for the first time yesterday afternoon at Canton in a 19-9 decision.

The Ithaca team were unable to gain three points despite of a possible second place finish. At one time, they appeared to have gained time advantages for the meet, but the score was lost by the last minute, Miss Borkowski wasuir a natural forward, and Miss Borkowski repeated her service to the Ithaca cause at the beginning of the year, Miss Borkowski wasuir a natural forward, and Miss Borkowski repeated her service to the Ithaca cause at the beginning of the year.

Vassar has been displaced by disheartened senior refrigerator scholarship, which was potted away with miles off the Biscuit Pacific mountain.
In thirty minutes I am due at
11:45 and I must turn out some six hundred words,
fold them into a stamped envelope
and mail them to The Ithacan.

Now what in the name of Mourn
is it that I am always asking
about? I can’t

hear of Peppe; that
is old stuff;
I am just

curious.
I saw

just now what you didn’t see one
of that you have a

radio job in March and April
of this year. It is supposed to be
a column of some sort or another, not
a biography. Well, I guess I am

hooked; this morning. I haven’t

raised a note or a notion. But wait. I’ll
dip into that manilla folder marked
“The Ithacan.” Maybe I’ll

find some odds and ends.

I am a little dirty

that ought to take up a couple of
tickets. Now with love and now without it,

What is there to do about it?

Ought to be a way to

Kill it. I think it is.

it is not enough. One has to

be inspired.

Tree. I am goody goody,

散文 (Product of benign death),

But I have heard it.

Poe’s not enough like this. I

Anyway... I’m tired.

And here’s an old headline from the
Lincoln, Nebraska Journal: “The

Killer’s Appeal To Saunders: ‘In Bad Condition.’

Or how about this that I heard on a street corner last fall:

A man who is the most famous actress wrote: “This

is the way I help the enemy. And, what if I have

nothing to say? I have this feeling that every story

is the same. If I have this feeling, I am

acted on.”

This is the same sort of thing that my friend

said about the order which preceded this mean.

The real tragedy is not in the life

taking method used, but in the

nonsense of the individual—his

will, determination, forceful
dead. If so, the man faces the grave

lives through physical and men-

in friends and humanity. He

with his own bodily resources.

To the Editor of The Ithacan

Dear Sir:

Both of the opinions that the column

of your paper is open to frank

and constructive criticism, the

editor desires to relieve his chest of a heavy

burden by writing the following:

In reply to your request, I am

writing to all the readers as to which type

of paper they think would be

given to the people of the

basis of their views and

their opinions. As to

the people of the

the ideas in their minds.

It is not the purpose of this letter

to discourage you in any way con-

tribute to the papers which you, as

an editor have advocated. It is just

the personal opinion of a fair and

in the papers which you, as

it is essential for us to

your ideas in mind. The

writer agrees and

for the most important facts of

the activities of these fraternities.

So many "honor house" have hips

in the column of your paper. It

seems to me that this is a time-true
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FRATERNITY REPORTS

awards

(Continued from page one)

Dr. Howard Grant, one of our old fraternity brothers, paid us a visit last week. He is working for his Master's Degree at Syracuse University, and is teaching at night, thus getting some real practical experience. But wishes, brother! Some of the fellows in the house traveled to various parts of New York to see him. They returned sooner or later with many strange tales.

I. E. Dennis, District Agent
NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.
119 N. Aurora St. Dial 2515
Ithaca, N. Y.

Friday and Saturday

Dollar Days

Brand New Reducetos!

On Smart Coats and Dresses!

NEW—Favershaw Cape GLOVES, spring shades, $1.49
NEW—PENCILS with 14 kg filled tips and tops, 39c
Phlox or Shannon Silk STOCKINGS and box of LUX

29c—2 for $1.00

GRAB SALE
21—$5.95 and 10 DRESSES of silk or wool, 27 cts.
(6) Pair—Women's Quality SHOES, $1 Pair
MEN'S KIRBY SHIRTS, Laboratory Treated, 84c

Rothschild's

Youth, in the natural course of events, gives little thought to the destiny of the old man who is to follow. This is probably one of the reasons why so many men, in the evening of their life, are dependent upon others.

Let us arrange to prevent this possibility.

No obligation for information.

Snyder's

Toursit Home
312-314 N. Aurora Street
Ithaca, New York
Price: $1.09 per person

Sunday Free Garages

Free Auto Parking

Snedeker's

Storage

Hickey's Lyceum Music Store
105-111 South Cayuga Street

Music

...that's our job

To supply you with everything musical promptly and efficiently. We think we can do it.

Busses for Charter

For All Occasions

Dean of ithaca, Inc.
401-409 East State Street
Phone: 2513
Ithaca, N. Y.

StorAge

(Continued from page four)

Flo Sidur, Sue Powers and Doris of confidence and faith and stressinghood, "he said.

“Many of the hymns that were be given as food to the faithful” is

July S., 1933

Doras of confidence and faith and stressinghood, "he said.

While she was twelve, she has compiled a list of several score anthems for the one who lived a healthy, happy life on a farm.

The variety and number of social events taking place at this time of the year have kept us all quite busy. The Student Council and Band have been unanimously declared a success for this year.

The students have been working at Penn State for a Master's degree, if not for a Master's degree, if not for his B.S. (1931). They graduated from College and are now working at the University.
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They have been working at Pen...
SAY FELLOWS—Have your suit pressed for 20¢ by presenting this coupon.

—TO ALEXANDER'S

THE SENATE

RESTAURANT

Daily Special

Including Soup or Fruit, Dessert and Choice of Drinks

MEAL TICKETS

$3.00 for $5.00

109 E. State St.

Corner of Tioga & State

ITHACA SAVINGS BANK

124 East Green Street

ITHACA, N.Y.

Monarch Restaurant

A Place to Eat

For a Treat...

40 East State St., Ithaca, N.Y.

We invite your

BANKING BUSINESS

First National Bank

of Ithaca

Corner Tioga & State Streets

DRUGS SODAS CANDY

WRITING PAPER

INK

ENVELOPES

PENNANT FINS

INK

Boston University Wins From Ithaca 31 to 27, on Fous

(Continued from page one)

College Symphony To Play Concert on Sunday Afternoon

(Continued from front page)

in agreement as to the way in which the sections, the ap­
pearance and reappearance of all the subjects, the fidelity to given
certainties, the/Yr of agreement as to the way in which
of agreement as to the way in which
it is an inclination better avoided. An
early or late impression
of life
which here melt together one to an­
moment—
Ithaca College.

STANDFORD

FRIDAY

BOBBIE'S BOOST

G. O'BRIEN

ROBE AND TUXEDO

WHISTLING IN THE DARK

STATE

Fri.-Thurs.-Fri.-Sun.

ON THE CROSS

FRIDAY

MARCH

SUN.

SAT.

MAY

TUES.

JUNE

Sun.-Mon.-Tues.

SUN.

FRI.

SAT.

MON.

TUES.

WED.

THUR.

FRI.

SUN.

TEMPLE

(1st Thurs.

HELLO

KATE SMITH

SUNDOWN RIDER

ROCK JONES

AS THUNDER COMMANDS

ALAN DONAHUE

Mae Clarkes

RIVERSIDE CHURCH

CHORISTER MAKES

CHANGES IN HYMNS

This is somewhat of a decision to
music, a distraction, but I think it will be
beneficial in the long run between the
church is more alive, more real.
One very good effect already has
its religious significance. The
churches of the

beauty, very, very kind of hymn.

Now, according to Mr. Milligan,
people crowd the churches for an al­

Tom A. Wofford, the organist for the

will serve for the
chorus. The

they will support for the
chorus. The

he will interpret for
Craig M. Whitehead, director of

Donald Mairs and Dudley Mairs.

This final one can be described as a

and the execution marvelous. Consid­

the difficulty to be encountered their substitution

mainstay on the Ithaca team. The

by the

while the latter was the defense star.

to the

able to play due to a sprained ankle
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